Reducing the dimension of nonlinear data is crucial in data processing and visualization. The locally linear embedding algorithm (LLE) is specifically a representative nonlinear dimensionality reduction method with well maintaining the original manifold structure. In this paper, we present two implementations of the quantum locally linear embedding algorithm (qLLE) to perform the nonlinear dimensionality reduction on quantum devices. One implementation, the linear-algebra-based qLLE algorithm utilizes quantum linear algebra subroutines to reduce the dimension of the given data. The other implementation, the variational qLLE algorithm utilizes a variational quantum-classical hybrid procedure to acquire the low-dimensional data. The classical LLE algorithm requires polynomial time complexity of N , where N is the global number of the original high-dimensional data. In data preprocessing, we invoke the quantum k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) to find out the k nearest neighbors of the given data with quadratic speedup. For the main part of the qLLE algorithm, compared with the corresponding classical algorithm, the linear-algebrabased qLLE algorithm proposed in this paper achieves an exponential speedup in O(poly(log N )). The variational qLLE algorithm can be implemented on the near term quantum devices. In addition, the corresponding quantum circuits of the qLLE algorithm are also presented.
Introduction
The dimensionality reduction in the field of machine learning refers to using some methods to map the data points in the original high-dimensional space into some lowdimensional space. The reason why we reduce the data dimension is that the original high-dimensional data contains redundant information, which sometimes causes errors in practical applications. By reducing the data dimension, we hope to reduce the error caused by the noise information and to improve the accuracy of identification or other applications. In addition, we also want to find the intrinsic structure of the data through the dimensionality reduction in some cases. Among the many dimensionality reduction algorithms, one of the most widely used algorithms is the principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is a linear dimensionality reduction algorithm embedding the given data into a linear low-dimensional subspace [1, 2] . In addition to the PCA algorithm, the linear discriminant analysis algorithm (LDA) [3] and the A-optimal projection algorithm (AOP) [4] both show outstanding performance in reducing the data dimension.
However, all the algorithms mentioned above actually belong to linear dimensionality reduction techniques. It means that they are not so efficient in dealing with nonlinear data to some extent. Thus, some nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms are proposed to give special treatment to nonlinear high-dimensional data. The locally linear embedding algorithm (LLE) which was proposed in 2000 by Sam T.Roweis and Lawrence K.Saul is typically one of the most representative nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms [5] . It can preserve the original topological structure of the data set during the process of dimensionality reduction. At present, LLE has been widely applied in all kinds of fields such as data visualization, pattern recognition and so on.
Although classical algorithms can accomplish the machine learning tasks effectively, quantum computing techniques can be applied to the realm of machine learning resulting in exponential speedup. Based on the quantum phase estimation algorithm [6] , quantum algorithm for linear systems of equations [7] , Grover's algorithm [8] and so on, all kinds of quantum machine learning algorithms have been proposed. Representatively, quantum support vector machine [9] , quantum data fitting [10] and quantum linear regression [11] were proposed respectively to deal with problems of pattern classification and prediction. Quantum deep learning algorithms such as quantum Boltzmann machine [12] , quantum generative adversarial learning [13, 14] and so on were also put forward to exhibit their capabilities in quantum physics. In addition, there are some variational quantum-classical hybrid algorithms presented for machine learning recently [15, 16, 17] . In general, quantum machine learning has developed into a vibrant interdisciplinary field.
In the field of quantum dimensionality reduction, there are also some outstanding techniques. The quantum principal component analysis algorithm (qPCA) was proposed with exponential speedup compared with the classical PCA algorithm [18] . Afterwards, the quantum linear discriminant analysis (qLDA) was designed for dimensionality reduction and classification [19] . Recently, the quantum A-optimal projection algorithm (QAOP) presented in [20] performs superior regression performance. Different from all the above-mentioned algorithms, in this paper, we present two implementations of the quantum locally linear embedding algorithm (qLLE) for nonlinear dimensionality reduction. Compared with the classical LLE algorithm, we can invoke the quantum k-NN algorithm to find out the k nearest neighbors of all the given data with quadratic speedup in the data preprocessing stage [21] . In the main part of the qLLE algorithm, the linear-algebra-based qLLE algorithm can be implemented in O(poly(log N )), which achieves exponential speedup compared with the classical LLE algorithm in time O(poly(N )) where N is the number of the original high-dimensional data points. The variational qLLE algorithm can be performed on the near term quantum devices.
In our work, the contributions are mainly reflected in two aspects. One contribution, two qLLE implementations are presented for nonlinear dimensionality reduction. The linear-algebra-based qLLE can be performed on a universal quantum computer with logarithmic resources. The variational qLLE can be implemented on near term quantum devices without the requirement of fully coherent evolution. The other contribution, we design the corresponding quantum circuits for the qLLE algorithm making the execution of our theoretical analysis realizable.
In section 2, we briefly overview the classical LLE algorithm. Then, the qLLE algorithm is presented in detail. In addition to the theoretical analysis, we also provide the detailed corresponding quantum circuits. To analyze the performance of the algorithms, we discuss the algorithmic complexity of classical and quantum LLE algorithms in section 4. Finally, we make a conclusion in section 5.
Classical locally linear embedding
In this section, the classical LLE algorithm is described in detail [5] . The LLE algorithm aims to reduce the dimension of the high-dimensional data with embedding them from the original high-dimensional space to some low-dimensional space. During the procedure of dimensionality reduction, the linear relationships between the data points and their corresponding k nearest neighbors remain unchanged. The schematic diagram of the classical LLE algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 .
The overall procedure of LLE can be summarized as follows:
(1) Find out the k nearest neighbors of each high-dimensional data point x i with i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
(2) Construct the local reconstruction weight matrix W with the k nearest neighbors of x i .
(3) Compute the low-dimensional data Y with the reconstruction weight matrix W .
Herein, we review the classical LLE algorithm in detail. Suppose we have the input data set X = {x i ∈ R D : 1 ≤ i ≤ N }. LLE is a local dimensionality reduction algorithm which mainly utilizes the local linearity among the data points to approximate their global property. Thus, in the first place, LLE attempts to find out the k nearest neighbors of each data point with the k-NN algorithm to subsequently construct the reconstruction weight matrix W . As a matter of fact, W is the intermediary that connects the entire dimensionality reduction procedure. Having acquired the k Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of the classical LLE algorithm. The high-dimensional data are distributed in a manifold S 1 and each data point x i is assumed be represented by the linear combination of its k nearest neighbors x (i) j . The LLE algorithm aims to find the low-dimensional data y i embedded in S 2 with keeping this linear relationship, which means that the weight matrix W is invariable during the dimensionality reduction nearest neighbors of all the data points, we can then set the cost function
where x (i) j represents the jth nearest neighbor of x i , and W ij denotes the weight coefficient of x
where
Applying the method of Lagrangian multiplier on Eq. (2), we can obtain
and the specific derivation of W i is presented in Appendix A.
In practice, we can efficiently get the W i with solving the linear system of equations C i W i = 1 N , and then rescaling the weights for normalization. Hence, the reconstruction weight matrix W = (W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W i , . . . , W N ) N ×N can be subsequently constructed.
Assuming the low-dimensional data set after dimensionality reduction is Y = {y i ∈ R d : 1 ≤ i ≤ N }, we want to keep the linear relationship during the process of dimensionality reduction. It is equivalent to minimizing the cost function
where y (i) j represents the jth nearest neighbor of y i ; W ij denotes the weight coefficient of y (i) j and is exactly the same as the weight coefficient in Eq. (1). Similarly, Eq. (4) can be transformed to its matrix form
where 1 N = (1, 1, . . . , 1) T N is a N -dimensional vector with all the elements equaling 1.
Having set Φ(Y ) properly, we can subsequently transform Eq.
where the target matrix M = (I N − W )(I N − W T ). The derivation with Lagrangian multiplier is presented in Appendix B. Therefore, the problem of minimizing Φ(Y ) can be transformed into solving the 2nd to the (d + 1)th smallest eigenvectors of M (the first eigenvalue of M is 0, and the corresponding eigenvector is 1 N , so it does not reflect the data characteristics). Finally, we get the reduced dimension data set Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y N ) = (u 2 , u 3 , ..., u d+1 ) T , where u 2 , u 3 , ..., u d+1 stand for the 2nd to the (d+1)th eigenvectors of M which are corresponding to the relative smallest eigenvalues in ascending order.
Quantum locally linear embedding
In this section, we demonstrate the specific implementation procedure of the quantum locally linear embedding algorithm (qLLE). In the first place, we encode the data points to quantum states and find the k nearest neighbors of them with the quantum k-NN algorithm. After the data preprocessing, the reconstruction weight matrix W will be constructed with quantum linear algebra subroutines. Having obtained W , we can subsequently prepare the target matrix M utilizing quantum matrix multiplication operations. At last, we proposed two implementations of the qLLE algorithm: one method is based on quantum linear algebra subroutines; the other method makes use of the variational quantum computation. In addition to the theoretical analysis, we also provide the corresponding quantum circuits.
Data preprocessing
To present the qLLE algorithm, the input data vector x i = (x 1i , x 2i , ..., x Di ) T can be encoded as a q-qubit quantum state |x i where q = log D. Assume that the quantum states |x 
Construction of the weight matrix W
With the procedure of data preprocessing, all the original quantum states and their corresponding k nearest neighbors can be obtained. Subsequently, we present how to construct the weight matrix W .
In the first place, we prepare the quantum states |x i − x (i) j with the data points x i and the corresponding nearest neighbors x (i) j where i = 1, 2, . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . , k. It is note that the elements which are not corresponding to the k nearest neighbors are not under consideration according to section 2. With knowing all the elements of x i , the corresponding q-qubit quantum state |x i = |a q a q−1 . . . a 1 . We apply the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) on |x i resulting in 
Subsequently, we perform the controlled rotation operation U P = |0 0|⊗I +|1 1|⊗R P as shown in Fig.  2 
It is note that the controlled rotation operation of the quantum subtractor we adopt can be performed in parallel with q log q operations [23, 24, 25] . After performing the inverse QFT on |φ
With iteratively invoking the quantum subtractor, we can finally acquire all the quantum states |x i − x (i) j with j = 1, 2, . . . , k. The quantum circuit of the quantum subtractor is presented in Fig. 2 .
In addition to solving the quantum states |x i − x (i) j , we also need to compute the norms x i − x (i) j . It is obvious that
With the given data and the procedure of data preprocessing, the norms |x i | and |x (i) j | are trivial. As to the third term of Eq. (8), we firstly prepare the initial state
Then, the Hadamard gate is performed on the ancilla to obtain the state Fig. 3 The quantum circuit of computing the inner product x i |x
We measure the ancilla resulting in the probability of |0
Thus, the third term of Eq. (8)
In practice, we achieve this procedure with the swap test circuit as shown in Fig. 3 [26] . It is note that the input state is |0 |x i |x (i) j and we trace out the third register before the measurement to acquire the state |ψ 1 . Finally, we can compute the inner product with the probability of measuring |0 on the ancilla qubit [27] .
Having access to |x i − x (i) j and |x i − x (i) j |, we can utilize the quantum random access memory (qRAM) to construct the state
Afterwards, we trace out the |m register resulting in the density operator
whereC i = ∆X T i ∆X i [11] . In the last step, we attempt to construct the weight matrix W with repeatedly solving the linear equation C i W i = 1 N for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Before applying the quantum Fig. 4 The quantum circuit of the HHL algorithm [28] algorithm for linear systems of equations (HHL), we should firstly extend the matrix
Finally, as a matter of fact, our goal is to solve
where n = log N , and perform the HHL algorithm on it to obtain |W i [7] . Before detailedly describing the procedure of solving |W i , we generalize the HHL algorithm at first. As shown in Fig. 4 [28] ,
represents the unitary evolution of the HHL algorithm where the
represents the phase estimation algorithm performed with a specified sparse matrix M (It is note that F † stands for the inverse QFT.) and U CR (M, f (λ)) represents a conditional rotation operation which is specifically
where the register R is controlled by the register C; γ is a constant; λ represents the eigenvalue of M and f (λ) is a specified function about λ [29] . Thus, the overall procedure of solving |W i is presented as follows: 
Preparation of the target matrix M
Almost the same as the preparation of |x i − x (i) j , we input the quantum states |e i and |W i into the quantum subtractor circuit resulting in |e i − W i where e i is the ith column of the identity matrix I N . We input the state |0 |e i |W i into the swap test circuit and trace out the |W i register. The probability of achieving |0 after measuring the ancilla is P 2 (0) = 1 2 + 1 2 Re e i |W i . Thus, the norm
Having acquired |e i − W i and |e i − W i |, we have quantum access to the matrix
In the next, we apply the U HHL (I N − W, λ) on the quantum state ρ 0 = 1 √ N N i=1 |i i| to obtain the density operator ρ M which is proportional to the target matrix M = (I N − W )(I N − W ) T according to section 2 [19] . Specifically, this procedure can be summarized as follows: where the ancilla
γ 2 , γ 2 ′ are constants; λ 2i are the eigenvalues of I n −W and u 2i are the corresponding eigenvectors. In addition, the quantum circuit of this procedure is presented in Fig. 6 . It is note that we can also compute the ρ M utilizing the qRAM just like the preparation ofC i . We can firstly construct the state
and trace out the |i register which is different from the Eq. (14) resulting in
Ultimately, we obtain the density operator ρ M according to Eq. (18) or Eq. (21) . It is note that our goal is to solve M 's second to (d + 1)th smallest eigenvectors which are actually exactly the same as ρ M 's corresponding eigenvectors. Thus, ρ M has completely met our subsequent needs.
Linear-algebra-based qLLE
In this section, we propose an implementation of the qLLE algorithm utilizing quantum linear algebra subroutines.
Before applying the quantum linear algebra techniques, some modifications should be made. We define the matrix J = ξI N − ρ M for some large ξ. According to the analysis in section 3.3, it is obvious that solving the eigenvectors which are corresponding to M 's second to (d + 1)th smallest eigenvalues is equivalent to finding the eigenvectors which are corresponding to J's second to (d + 1)th largest eigenvalues. Hence, our goal at present is to reveal the eigenvectors corresponding to the second to (d + 1)th dominant eigenvalues of J. 
The matrix ξI N is trivial. The procedure of applying e iρM ∆t which is equivalent to e −i(−ρM )∆t to any density operator σ can be realized with utilizing the qPCA algorithm as follows
|i j| ⊗ |j i| being the swap operator; tr 1 is the partial trace over the first variable, and L is the total evolution time with repeating this ∆t process l times [18] .
We can embed this density operator exponentiation process into the phase estimation algorithm resulting in 
Variational qLLE
In addition to the linear-algebra-based qLLE, we can alternatively implement the qLLE with the variational quantum computation. The variational qLLE algorithm is actually a variational quantum-classical hybrid algorithm designed for near term devices. The overall procedure of the variational qLLE algorithm is presented as follows.
(1) Prepare the ansatz states |ψ(λ) . As a matter of fact, the ansatz states |ψ(λ) represents a set of parameterized circuits in practice where λ represents a set of parameters. The ansatz states are prepared to introduce parameters to the cost function Fig. 8 The schematic diagram of the variational qLLE algorithm E(λ θ ). Specifically, we apply some parameterized quantum rotation operations on the ground states and entangle all the input states together resulting in the final ansatz states [30] . The specific quantum circuit of preparing the ansatz states is presented in Fig. 7 .
(2) Construct the cost function E(λ θ ). The cost function
where θ = 2, . . . , d + 1; λ 1 = 0 and α i are the corresponding coefficients [16] . The expectation value term ψ(λ θ )|ρ M |ψ(λ θ ) can be estimated with a one-step phase estimation circuit [31] . The overlap term | ψ(λ θ )|ψ(λ i ) | 2 can be estimated with the swap test circuit [26, 30] .
(3) Invoke classical operations. Having finished all the quantum parts, we invoke the classical adder to sum over all the expectation value term and the overlap terms resulting in the cost function E(λ θ ). Subsequently, E(λ θ ) can be minimized with a classical optimizer to obtain the eigenvalue λ θ .
(4) Iterate the steps (1) to (3) for θ = 2, . . . , d + 1, we can obtain the second to d + 1th smallest eigenvalues of ρ M and their corresponding eigenvectors. The schematic diagram of the variational qLLE algorithm is presented in Fig. 8 
Algorithmic Complexity of LLE
We usually compute the complexity of the entire process of the algorithm to evaluate the resource required to run it. The complexity of the LLE algorithm is mainly determined by the number of data points N , the original data dimension D, the target data dimension d, and the number of nearest neighbors k. In this section, we discuss in detail the computational complexity of the classical LLE algorithm and the qLLE algorithm respectively.
The classical LLE algorithm mainly contains three steps. Firstly, we want to find the k nearest neighbors of each input data point. Generally, the classical k-NN algorithm needs to construct the corresponding data structure index in O(N log N ) and then to search the k nearest neighbors in O(k log N ) [32] . Then, the classical LLE subsequently attempts to solve N set of linear equations in size of k × k requiring computational complexity in O(N k 3 ). Finally, the corresponding complexity of the eigenvalue analysis is in O(dN 2 ). In summary, the overall complexity of the classical LLE algorithm is the sum of all these operations mentioned above [33] .
In contrast with the classical LLE algorithm, we can obtain the computational complexity of the qLLE algorithm as follows. In data preprocessing, we invoke the quantum k-NN algorithm to find out the k nearest neighbors of the original data in O(R √ kN ) where R represents the Oracle execution times. Compared with the classical k-NN algorithm, this algorithm can achieve quadratic speedup [21] . As to the main part of the qLLE algorithm, we solve the weight matrix W with performing the HHL algorithm N times on
where ǫ 1 is the error parameter and κ i is the condition number of C i [7] . Subsequently, the target matrix M can be prepared in O(κ 4 0 log N/ǫ 3 2 ) where κ 0 is the condition number of the matrix I N − M and ǫ 2 is the tolerance error [19] . It is worth mentioning that this quantum matrix multiplication operation for preparing M achieves exponential speedup compared with the classical matrix multiplication in O(N 3 ). In the last step, the d principal components can be obtained with performing the qPCA algorithm on the target matrix M in O(d log D) [18] .
In summary, in addition to the data preprocessing where the quantum k-NN algorithm can quadratically reduce the resources in contrast to the classical k-NN algorithm, the linear-algebra-based qLLE algorithm can achieve exponential speedup compared with the classical LLE algorithm in each steps resulting in the overall exponential acceleration.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a quantum version of the LLE algorithm which is a representative nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm. In data preprocessing, we invoke the quantum k-NN algorithm to find out the k nearest neighbors of the original high-dimensional data with quadratic speedup. As to the main part of the algorithm, compared with the classical LLE algorithm, the qLLE algorithm can achieve exponential speedup. In addition to the theoretical analysis, the corresponding quantum circuits are also presented. Inspired by the VQE, we present an alternative in solving the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the target matrix M utilizing a variational quantum-classical hybrid algorithm. The variational qLLE algorithm can be implemented on the near term quantum devices and the schematic diagram is also presented. We attempt to explore the implementations as many as possible to inspire more works on the field of quantum dimensionality reduction.
A Derivation of W i
According to the cost function Eq. (2), it is obvious that the Lagrange function
where µ 1 represents the Lagrange multiplier and i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Let's take the partial derivative of the Lagrange function L 1 with respect to W i and set it to zero
resulting in
In addition, W T i 1 N = 1 is equivalent to 1 T N W i = 1. Thus, we have
and then
Finally,
B Derivation of Y According to Eq. (5), we can get the Lagrange function
where Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are respectively the corresponding Lagrange multipliers and β = [β 1 , . . . , β d ] T represents a d-dimensional vector whose elements are Lagrange multipliers. We compute the partial derivative of the Lagrange function L 2 with respect to Y and set it to zero
Then, we multiply 1 N on both sides of Eq. (32) resulting in
According to the constraint conditions of W and Y , namely W T i 1 N = 1 and Y 1 N = 0, the first and the second term of Eq. (33) equal zero. Thus, β = 0 because of 1 T N 1 N = N . Therefore,
where M = (I N − W )(I N − W ) T . We diagonalize the matrix Λ = U DU T , with U is a orthogonal matrix and D = diag(d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d d ) with d 1 ≤ d 2 ≤ · · · ≤ d d . We letỸ = U T Y . Then Eq. (34) can be transformed to
which is equivalent to
Eq. (36) shows that the columns ofỸ T (or the rows ofỸ ) are eigenvectors of M . Because of N −1ỸỸ T = I d , the norm of each column ofỸ T equals N 1/2 . Hence, the columns of N −1/2Ỹ T are normalized eigenvectors of M .
